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Troop Movements
By Scott Pleasant

I sat in bed yesterday morning,
listening to live coverage
of the troop movements.

Theradio man sounds like
he's doing play-by-play
for another Saturday football game,
and, of course,
he is.
"Theconvoy is now three miles from the
Virginia state line."
"Third down and six,
ball on the forty-two."
He says also that the onlookers
are waving the stars and stripes
and the police
are saluting the men with their sirens.
And later that day,
the crowd shakes porn-porns in unison,
and the cheerleaders
yell "go team" into a bullhorn.

5

will work for food
by Beth Abbott

Old man lying on
your mattress
one day cows and horses will feed upon
the fibers
How much care you took to stay out of
Everyone's Way
you didn't stand on a streetcomer
in Satan's Red and
ring a bell
you have never shouted
God's Will
over the airwaves white in exchange for green
your message in
brown cardboard a simple one
Survival is your cause
you would not take without
Giving
oh, if the world would do as you!
Old man that once called this
Pasture Home
smothered by Pavement
a new sign replaces yours
a screech in
Cold Synthetics
you could just as well have eaten
The Sign.

6

Warning Shot 1981
By Brenda Neal
Twin rows of telephone poles
cordon my strip of Virginia sky.
Between these rows I shuttle
children to school, lessons, and games.

The station wagon knows the way,
Emory to Meadowview and back again.
Beside me, behind me
three heads bounce and bicker;
low-angled winter sun glints
off child-shiny hair.
Their voices drone - half-heardbut well-remembered.
Today, this slice of sky is rose.
Another day, the verges wear
purple asters and Queen Anne's lace.
Later, the poles are skirted
scarlet in sumac and sourwood.
Cokie Roberts, who considers all things,
announces a warning shot is fired
across the bow.
Acloud looms up in the east
and sucks up poles, road, car, kids
and Queen Anne's lace.
It redistributes flesh filets
littering State Road 609.
I blink the cloud away,
throw out a hand as mothers do,
in case of accident.
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Junior Goes To Jail
By Rob Russell

William Henry Gideon, Jr. had
Fayewouldn'tsignJunior's bond.
spent the past three weeks in the He really couldn't expect her to. His
Cocke CountyJail without a change of bail was$ 50,000; he could get out for
clothes. He slept on a bare mattress $5,000, butFayedidn'thavethatkind
and pissed in an open toilet. Junior of money. Last time he'd been in, in
just couldn't bring himself to shit in Hamblen County, she'd hocked all of
it, though. He couldn't stand the his plumbing tools to make his bail.
thought of having other folks watch He couldn't deny that it had hurt to
him shit, especially the guards or his lose all that, but he had rammed the
cell-mates, Roy and Buddy.
tool truck into the Falcon while she
Faye came to see him once, was in it, blindside and full on purspending the entire two hours spit- pose. "One charge of attempting to
ting at him from behind theplexiglass use a blue '71 Chevy pick-up truck as
partition. She spat about back all- a deadly weapon, your honor," the
mony and car insurance, and about bailiff had pronounced the charge.
how Junior never came to see her She hocked the tools for his bail, and
anymore.
she sold the truck and bought a mink
"I would come to see ya, Faye, coat - wore it to the trial. There was
but I'm in jail right now."
nothing of Junior's she could hock
"Don't
you _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ now, she didn't even
whine, Junior Gidhave any of his clothes
eon, you murderous
"Damn Roy, you anymore, and he
sonofabitch. Nobody ought to have seed the wasn'texactlyaccumuwants to listen to you one I shit last night. It lating friends in high
whine, and I sure as was as long as myfoot, places while pissing in
hell didn't drive thirty and Just about as big the open toilet as Roy
miles for you to tell around."
and Buddy looked on.
me how pitiful you
are!"
Junior expected there would be a
She spat about how she didn't hearing soon, soon as they could find
think it was fair that Melanie Fletcher somebody who'd admit to being a
got to sing all of the solos in the witness. At least 6o people in a honkychurch's Christmas pageant. It was tonk pillbox smaller than a semi
all justice anyway, she declared, trailer, and nobody had seen a thing,
because Melanie's father was a doc- not even Cathy Dean. He hadn't heard
tor and gave a lot of money to the a word from her since the night he
church, so letting his little princess had stabbed her ex-husband in the
get up there on the "living Christmas chest with the bottle Junior'd busted
Tree" and screech was the very least against the top of the pinball mathey could do for him. Faye crowed chine, tilting the damn thing in a
about her hair and how she needed a whirring and hooting of lights and
new permanent and dye job because whistles and bells, and ending Ed's
her roots were showing again. Junior game. She had said, "That'll show
agreed, and thought to himself that him, Junior," and smiled, right beFaye's hair glowed like the halo of an fore scooting under the bar and hitangel reflecting thecold fluorescent ting the back door. Junior's righteous
lights of the visiting room at the Cocke exhiliration had left him by the time
thesheriff'sdeputiesshoweduptwenty
County Jail.
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minutes later. They found the place
empty, with the exception of Ed Dean
passed out and bleeding hard from
his chest andJunior Gideon, who was
just passed out.
Things were very bad for Junior,
and the knowledge that things were
going to get worse before they got
better weighed heavily on his mind.
After almost three weeks without a
bowel movement, he knew that he
was going to have to shit sooner or
later, going to have to pull his pants
down to his knees and put his bare
ass on the cold white toilet seat that
was crusted with age and bad aim.
Going to have to shit in front of Roy
and Buddy, shit and wipe his ass just
like they did in front of him, squinting
their eyes and smiling with a nervous
sort of pride, bragging to each other
about the size of their turds.
"Gawd, Bud, I wisht I had a
pitcher a'that one."
"Damn Roy, you ought to have
seed the one I shit last night. It was as
long as my foot, and just about as big
around."
"Don't say."
"Hell yeah. It was them damn
beans. How'bout them damn beans?"
Junior Gideon didn't much care
for the beans, either, but he cared
even less for Roy and Buddy. They
were white trash for sure, he thought.
Junior had an encyclopedic knowledge of white trash that surpassed
even what he knew about county lockups and drunk tanks. Things would've
been better in Hamblen County, or
Jefferson, where they know how to
treat a prisoner right,Junior decided
- a change of clothes, pretty good
food, shower three times a week, and
a bathroom, not much bigger than a
broom closet, but smelling like PineSol, and that's a good smell, like a
hospital.

It had been almostten years since

Junior had married Faye. He'd chased
her all the way to Nashville, more just
damned horny than in love, but
enough of that, too. She'd snuck out
one night in the middle of the summer, one night when Junior was
working graveyard at Forest Products, where he'd gotten on with the
help of his cousin Cliff. Faye had left
the dim lights ofthe SunnyView trailer
park in White Pine for the rhinestone-paved streets of Nashville to
write country songs.
"That's the life for me, Junior
Gideon, notslummingaround in some
god-forsaken trailer with a man who
won't even marry me." The connection was bad, butJunior could tell she
only half meant what she was saying.
"I'll marry you, Faye. I'll make
you an honest woman."
"Junior,I'm going to be honest
with you right now, and I don't need
no ring on my finger for that. Tonight
I'm going to the Opry,Junior-honey,
and after that I'm going to find me the
man with the biggest belt-buckle and
the most rings on his fingers and I'm
going to screw him blue Jesus and
there ain't nothing you can do about
it. And one day you'll hear one of my
songs on the radio and instead of me
telling you to kiss my wide white ass
it'll be TammyWynette."
"I love you, Faye."
Wanda Faye Welch couldn't pick
two strings on a guitar and make
them sound like anything better than
a cat being skinned alive and dipped
in kerosene. She could, however,
screw a man blue Jesus, and Junior
knew this so well that he went out
back, got into his black Ford Falcon
and drove all of the way from White
Pine to Nashville in less than six hours.
He didn't even put the dog up or tum
off the television.
My life would make one hell of a
country song, Junior Gideon mused,
spread out on the cot with his stiff,

yellowish t-shirt rolled halfway be"An alias, you know, like Faye
tweenhisnavelandhisnipples. Some- Jones or Faye Smith."
thing that Johnny Paycheck or Hank
"I don't know any Faye Jones."
Jr. would sing. A good country song
"Like, she might just be calling
about cheating and drinking, and herself that. Here, let me see." He
being in jail. But nothing in there flipped noisily through the register.
about shitting in an
"Well, tonight we've
open toilet with
got eight sets of
Wanda Faye
Buddy waiting for
Joneses."
Welch couldn'tpick
you to stand backup,
"Married?"
a tape measure in his
"I'm afraid so."
two strings on a
guitar and make
fat, sweaty palms. No,
"Could you just
them sound like
that's the part ol'
check maybe?"
anything better
Bocephus would
"Why don't you dethan a cat being
have to leave out scribe her to me,
don't think the FCC
skinned alive and
man."
dipped in kerosene.
would take too kindly
"She's about fiveto Hank revealing
five, weighs about a
how difficult it is to
hundred and twentyrelieve your bowels when there's two five pounds. She's got long fingersmelly rednecks just waiting to get nails and big, uh ... her hair's ... "
the vital statistics on your turd.
Junior stalled, trying to remember.
It had been raining so hard that The phone booth leaked and the water
night that Junior couldn't tell he was poured swiftly right down the back of
in the city until he had reached the his neck His back and ass were
third stoplight. 11Wwas a slick black soaked.
sheet that seemed to melt at the edges
"Well, she's got blond hair."
of the windshield. He rolled his win"Black roots, right?"
dows down to get a clearer look, the
"She's there?"
wipers having been slowed to awheez"No, just a lucky guess." Seven of
ing drag by almost 400 miles of heavy the eight Mrs. Joneses fit Junior's
weather, a drag that cleared the win- description.Itwas all the stoned desk
dow only to leave a greasy smear of clerk could do to hold back the tears
reflected light that spread like a of laughter that swelled beneath his
growth from the top to where the contracted pupils.
glass met the hood.
Junior rolled onto his side and
First thing he did after getting his felt his stomach shift against his ribs,
bearings was to find a phone booth. like a body rattling against the sides
He called every motel in the Greater of a coffin. Even if he had the opporNashville area in an attempt to find tunity to shit, he wasn't sure that he
Faye.
would be able to.Junior thought about
"Are you sure she ain't there?" how, when he was just out of high
"Ifshe's not on the register, she's school and working for Bob Fellows,
not here, man."
who was head of maintenance at
"Well, could you check again?" Jumana, there had been a lady come
The desk clerk plunged into deep into the emergency room one mornthought and a silence that ended in ing and say she hadn't shit in three
sporadic coughs, then rasped: months. She'd taken this pill and that,
"Maybe she's not using her own told by her doctor that they'd work,
name."
but none of them had. She was crying,
he remembered, and the mascara
'"scuse me?"
9

was seeping into the cracks of her
too-tanned face. She kept rubbing
her hips with the palms of her
hands,making a rubbing sound
against her grey polyester slacks,
rubbing and rubbing, like she was
trying to push the shit down from the
outside. The nurse on duty gave her a
molasses enema, swore to God it
would clear the whole thing up. And

truck look black, or purple, or brown,
maybe even red,Junior thought, that'd
be okay too. He'd read somewhere
that twilight had that effect on things.
The Falcon's back bumper
crawled an inch onto the pavement
and Junior stood on the Chevy's gas
pedal, figuring Faye would pull out
fast as usual, always in a hurry to get
nowhere, and he'd hit the driver's
side door dead-on, at full speed. Junior's judgment, however, was a good
They bad been legally
bit skewed from the sting of betrayal,
separated/or less than a
the bite of hatred, and the swift kick
month when Junior bad
of half a fifth of Jim Beam.
decided that be bad to
')unior Gideon, you murderous
kill Faye.
sonofabitch - I'll kill you!" Maybe
this wasn't such a hot idea after all,
it had, Junior recalled; he'd had to Junior mused before wiping the blood
clean the E-room toilet after the lady from his forehead and passing out.
had been moved to a room upstairsshe'd shit so much it had clogged up
Dear Bob old Frend
I hate to Bother you But this
the toilet and had run over, slimy
yellow and brown, onto the floor. time I really need you it is a matter of
Nineteen-year-old Junior had puked life and Death you see I am real sick
until he fell down to his knees, splash- cant get eny help and my Brother is
ing himself with the muck, and then Dien and I need to go see him Before
he does please Bob help me I need
he had puked some more.
Junior rolled over on his cot, you to sine a Bond for me please I am
holding his stomach like it was about in Newport Jail and have been for 3
to burst. Must have been them damn weeks this is the first time I have got to
beans, he thought, 'cause this was a get in tuch with anybody at all so please
new pain. The old pain in his gut had Bob come and get me out I dont have
moved lower, becoming an almost eny Money to call anybody I have got
familiar ache, like blue-balls or heart- the same close I had since I Bend in
break, two sensationsJunior couldn't here so please in the name of God Bob
help but associate with Faye.
sine my Bond for me I will do anything
They had been legally separated to repay you please help me
for less than a month when Junior
had decided that he had to kill Faye.
your Frend Junior Gideon
Ifshewouldn'thavehim,shewouldn't
have anybody - and who'll want her
PS
please get me out
with tire tracks tattooed on her ass, I will not be able to contack anyone els
Junior thought as he grinned and this is the only paper I have
tightened his grip on the steering
Bob I am from out of town
wheel. He was parked about 50 yards and dont know anybody you are the
from the trailer Faye had moved into only one I could think off and I need
with her sister Bonnie. It was about your help Before my Brother Dies
dark, about the time of day when the please sine my Bond for me
light hits the grbund in a sort of
strange way, and it made his blue
Junior addressed the envelope.
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He folded the paper three times and
stuck it in, then licked the flap with a
slow and determined pass of his
tongue. Bob, who had always pitied
Junior and tried to help him, would
read it and come get him. If he didn't
Junior was lost. He still owed Bob
money from the last time Junior had
gotten himself into trouble, but Junior forgot this in his discomfort. All
Junior could do was wait. Wait and
think. About Bob, and Faye. Faye the
night he had found her at Tootsie's,
had pulled her outside into the alley
off of Fourth Street, between the old
Ryman and the bar. Into the rain.
Asked her to marry him, and she had.
"I love you Faye." It was noon
and Junior fell asleep.
Junior got up from his sweatstained mattress, where the hot glow
of noon had now faded into shadowstriped evening, and walked with
measured steps toward the toilet Eight
steps, each one with a threat to turn
back if Roy and Buddy so much as
stirred from their study of the magazine they had acquired from the skinny
guard. But they stared at it with devilish intent, turning each page with
painful slowness, as if the girl whose
legs were spread across the page was
a childhood sweetheart and they were
new recruits heading for the front.
Junior unbuckled his workpants
silently, and pushed them to the floor,
all the time holding to the sides if
either ofhis cell-mates turned around.
But they didn't turn around; they were
monks transcribing scripture. Junior
sat down. The coldness made his
scrotum tighten into the shape of an
old walnut shell. He shivered and
tried to concentrate, his hands still
holding onto the sides of his pants,
his wide belt-buckle dangling over
the toes of his shoes. And so, filled
with pain and sorrow and love and
fear,Junior began.

"Vineyard; S.C. • Rebecca Lehnen
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Next
By Jane Anderson

When I told Dad I had to work
singles night at Foodhall, he said, "If
they have those in Wisconsin, your
mother's probably been to a dozen
already." This happened Friday at the
breakfast table. Dad stood holding
the whisk up, pancake batter dripping all down his arm and on the
floor. I told him he was bitter.
Dad's been edgy since I came
home lastweekand caught him watching movies on the sofa with a date. He
met her playing golf. Sherilyn's the
kind who always has perfect hair and
makeup no matter what. I met her at
school when she turned out to be my
new guidance counselor. Agreat way
to meet your Mom-to-be.
And there you have it: Mom-tobe. When I told my girlfriend, Terrey,
she stared at me like I was extremely
deranged and asked if I planned on
acting defensive all my life.
With Dad, because of what he
said about my Mom and the singles
nights, I went on about the guidance
counselor. It was only after Mary, my
sister, started working him over that
Dad threatened me with a plate of
sausage. Mary said that if he tried
anything she'd use the eggs.
"Girls," he said, like we'd left the
oven on, "if you ever have kids, I'm
going to laugh at you. If you think
things are a mess now, wait."
Each time we give Dad the business, he just smiles and takes on the
all-knowing father act and says the
same thing. Wait until later- as if he
knows already what's in store for us.
Well. I am supposed to be shattered because! live in a broken home.
I'm supposed to be upset because
Mom lives in Madison in an apartment complex with an Olympic-size
pool and goes to Brewers games with
a doctor she's not really happy with.
I am supposed to be ruined by all
12

that, but I'm not. Really. There are
times that I don't even think about it.
My friend, from the perfect family, says I'm a callous child, a product
of my environment. She says it's society's fault, which I kind of like.
It's just different. Different and a
little schizoid. I spent August visiting
my Mom, long enough to feel like I
knew where Madison was. I kept
watching her go out. At first she'd ask
if I minded. When she got back, she'd
ask if I wanted a "full report," which
I didn't. Then she'd say, "Why not? I
always imagine what you do when
you're out." It's not really the same.
My second week there she bought a
big remote-control, flat-screen TV,a
Curtis-Mathes. She seemed happy.
Dad also asks when he goes out,
buthe'sfunnyaboutit, less direct. He
waits until Mary and I are in the room
before dragging up his big bass voice.
"Ah, um, I've made plans for the
evening, ifthat's alright with you two."
Sure Dad, take the keys, be home
by eleven. I know, because Mary read
it somewhere, that we switch roles
with our parents later in life. But now
I should be the one getting caught on
the couch because they leave Big
Bob's early after the PTA meeting.
I kept on about singles night and
Foodhall because it really bugged
me. The whole thing. First off, I never
wanted the shift. Even with it being a
Saturday, I would have preferred
calculus. I knew right away that it
would be embarrassing. See, Petie,
the manager, whose real name is
Antonio, had the idea that a singles
night at the store would get a lot of
business plus bring lonely hearts
together. Asortofentertainment, too,
he said. The problem is, I can juggle.
When Petie discovered this fact
he was overjoyed. And that happened
last week because Terrey - we get

identical shifts sometimes - dared
me to juggle some cantaloupes that
got loose in baked goods. Petie was
so thrilled that he re-did the rotation
and I had to work singles night. He
spent two days thinking up items for
me to toss around during the event.
I wouldn't touch the frozen pizza
without gloves. At my level everything
needs to be almost the same weight.
Say I'm doing a regular cascade and
decide to go for a column move - if
the thing I'm throwing in the middle
is too heavy, I get sloppy. There are
passes and body bounces that you
just can't do with different sizes or it
all gets away from you. We finally
settled on avocados because Petie
thinks they're exotic and I already
work in produce. He said that way I
could keep an eye on things while I
juggled.
Next, somehow, with the expected crowds of anxious singles,
Petie decided Terreywould be areassuring influence at the reception table.
When he called the schoo1to tell her,
Terrey ran to the office thinking
someone had died.
Terrey's got these bright, black
''we're outta here" eyes and wears
clear nail polish with glitter in it. She
wanted to dump the name tags and
stick giant telephone numbers on
people's chests. Then she talked about
patrolling the laundry detergent/soap
aisle taking a pretend survey, and
matching couples up by brand. When
she's bagging groceries, instead of
"paper or plastic?" Terrey sometimes
says ''wood or aluminum?" to see if
the customer is awake. One day she
gave people both, putting the paper
bag inside the plastic one so she
didn't need to ask. That's why we
hang out.
Saturday, Petie was too far up in
the stratosphere to focus on any-

thing. When the Republican--Chron- rey tagged him anyway. It was paicle called about doing a story, he thetic.Icouldn'timagineMomatone
told them he'd hired a juggler. Then of these things.
he told us the TVstations were comFor a while Petie let me cruise
ing, which they weren't.
the aisles. I felt like a spy chaperone.
When I finished explaining all Walkie-talkies would have kept a lid
this to Dad, he said I'd still have fun. on things, but I could tell that every"Usually it's just work, right?"
one thought I was weird already.
Dad likes listening to us and then
A few of the singles looked as
giving us his "long-term view." The embarrassed as kids caught scamone where anything weird right in minginthehallsatschool.Somekept
front ofyou reallyisn'ttoo important, poking into different carts like cusso just forget it and make the best of toms agents. Like the right frozen
it. But that stuff is important. Weird dinner in the right cart could change
things come back at you when you 're everything.
notreadyifyoudon'tfigurethemout.
One earthy woman, dressed in
Like once when I was little, my scarves and what might have been
family tried to go camping in Yellow- burlap, kept circling this huge guy
stone. Dad had us in this huge forest who was stocking up at the meat
and it was raining so hard that things counter. He must have had ten kids
started to float. While we waited out or a really big dog. I thought she was
in the car, Mary kept tying knots with checking him out until she said, "I
my shoe laces. She's always done would never become involved with
stuff to bug me. Dad said we wouldn't someone whose dietary habits I could
understand how much - - - - - - - - - - not respect."
funwewerehavinguntil
Rightoutloud.
1 watched another
it was over, until we woman with blue eye
He
just
were older. I just kept shadow chow down too
shrugged and
wishing Mom would get many grapes after a finesmiled.
him to take us to a tuned guy, either a golf
I watched anmovie. What good is fun pro or someone color
other woman
if you can't even tell blind to plaids, nudged
with
blue eye
when you're having it. her cart. She finally
shadow
chow
When I didn't an- stopped mauling the
down
too
many
sweraboutitbeing"just grapes when she saw a
grapes after a
work," Dad smiled and box of Pampers by the
fine-tuned guy,
said, "I remember a pro's wheels.
either a golf
time when I took you
girls camping ... " I - - - - - - - - - - pro or somecouldn't believe it. Mary groaned and one color blind
stated that we had memorized that to plaids, nudged her cart. She fione. "So your father's getting repeti- nally stopped mauling the grapes
tive," he said. "The advice still holds. when she saw a box of Pampers by the
It's more confusing later. Enjoy things pro's wheels. It's bad, having to tell
these adults notto eat the fruit. They've
now."
They had paper hearts in the all been in bars too long. Most of
windows along with pink streamers. them can't talk to someone they don't
All the customers had to wear name know without chewing.
Sometimes I got embarrassed for
tags, even this guy who was about
eighty who'd only stopped in for ciga- them. It was like they were all conrettes. He got really pissed, but Ter- vinced this had to be fun, so they

worked extra hard at having a good
time. One couple tried dancing with
mops to some bad Boy George song.
An old couple had aluminum pie
plates on their heads. I had to put
everything back on the shelves; they
were as bad as little kids. Adults should
know better than to let things get this
weird.
But what happened later is what
really bothered me. Maybe it was the
accumulation of things, or the fact
that someone smashed two bottles of
vinegar and I had to go through the
butcher shop to get a mop and clean
it up. The smell and the carcasses
made me dizzy. That had never happened before.
It was close to midnight and time
to get everyone out and close up.
Petie kept snapping his fingers like a
nightclub owner. Terrey was impatient because she had her sister's TBird and wanted to know when we
could leave. Then the lady came by.
She was the last one to leave and she
was staring at me. She had white,
bottle-blond hair and was tall and
lanky. My Mom is lanky like that but
without the blond hair. She came up
beside me, reached out and pinched
my cheek
"When I had a daughter she
looked like this," she said, squeezing. "You're how she used to look
Before she moved away, to Calgary.
Tired, afraid, that's what you look"
She walked out then. It scared
me more than anything, thatwoman's
face. I tried to make sense of it but all
I could see was my Mom's huge television and the white sofa that used to
be in our living room. And how she
was probably sitting there in front of
it, wondering what I was doing. Then
I got a picture of my Mom in cutoffs
pushingacartdownsomeover-bright
laundry detergent aisle. Suddenly,
everything was too sad. Terrey looked
into my eyes. "Let's just go drive," she
said. "Let's drive everywhere."
13
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The Marriage
By Jane Anderson
It was usually a death which
pulled us to Israel, some relative who
could not be buried properly until my
mother added her cries to those of
the other mourners. I never saw the
body lowered into the grave or heard
the rabbi reading from the Torah - I
could only imagine. Twice I had gone
to Israel and twice I had been left at
my grandmother's to sulk. The third
time I went was different My mother
packed our American lives into suitcases and changed our plans, but not
for mourning. It was for a wedding.
My cousin Isabel was getting married, and the invitation, saffron-tipped
and solemn, indicated I could attend
as well.
"Look at you, you've grown!"
shouted my grandmother. She hadn't
seen me in two years. "Yes," I lied, "at
least two inches." I was one of the
shortest girls in my sixth-grade class,
but my grandmother didn't have to
know. She made up stories of us as
we did of her. I sat at the long table in
her dining room eating my bread.
I watched her go around the
room asking if everyone had enough
bread, enough wine. There were ten
ofusat the table, all aunts, uncles and
cousins. Some were staying until the
wedding, some were just spending
thenight. Wespokeaboutthecoming
wedding, the boy's family.
"I hear they have a cousin in
Poland," someone said.
"So what? We have three in
America," said someone else.
My grandmother harumphed.
"As if that's to boast of. It will only
mean buying more fancy things from
New York City for his sisters.
"And," she said, turning to me,
"do you know there are five sisters?"
Somewhere in the background I
could hear Isabel's laughter as she
filled goblets with wine.

Isabel was my favorite cousin.
She had long, dark hair that hung in
loose curls down her back. She was
tiny, only a little taller than me, and
thin, while I was always supposed to
be on a diet. She was beautiful, and I
wished all at once that she lived in
America.
Things were different now. Once
I went with Isabel and her friends to
a movie. We walked into the theater,
and there by the doorway stood our
cousin Abraham. I started to speak,
but Isabel yanked me aside and said,
"No! He is dead to us now!" Inside I
was confused and burning with rage.
What sin had he committed that was
too terrible even for me to know? I
would probably never know the full
reason, because when someone is
dead to you they do not exist. No one
speaks of the dead. Later that night I
had asked my mother anyway, and
had also asked whyI wasn'ttold. "For
him to be a Jew was a sin. He should
bum in hell. That is all you need to
know," she had told me.
For days people streamed in and
out of the house, bringing gifts and
gossip, stories from the boy's house
to ours. The women rocked their
babies to sleep and talked of Chanukah and food.
Isabel and my grandmother argued constantly, it seemed. "I want to
wear my glasses," Isabel said one
night.
"You can't possibly wear them!"
my grandmother said.
"I want to see when I marry."
"You can see all you want after
the ceremony."
It was a strange argument. Isabel
hated her glasses, which she said
made her look like an owl. She would
rather squint than pull them out to
see properly, so I wondered why she
wanted to wear them at her own

wedding.
Usually after these fights she was
still mad and full of spirit. This time,
though, she was tired and listless. "I
get to wear them," she said with a
short laugh. I dido't reply. I just stared
into the darkness with her.
It didn't seem as if much had
changed in Israel since the last time I
had visited. The streets looked the
same, as did the Orthodox men with
their beards and ringlets on each side
oftheir cheeks, their hats and solemn
faces. In the afternoons, Isabel took
me to the stores downtown. I looked
at the small shops and the crafts they
held. We stopped at a bookstore and
I thought I recognized the young,
bright-eyed owner who hummed
softly as we pored over titles.
Our next stop was at a small
drink stand where Isabel asked for
two lemonades. She sipped her drink
quietly and I asked her about her
groom-to-be.
"He's nice," she said. "We have
many common interests, and he's
good looking. At least that's what
everyone says."
I would have to wait until I met
him. She seemed so quiet about it,
though, almost distant. I wondered if
shewasmadatmeforsomething,but
she continued talking. She told me
how one day she'd dressed up to
receive his parents' visit. She told me
a funny story about his father, whose
knickers were baggy. After a few
meetings, she'd accepted him. "Everyonewas naggingmeaboutwaiting
so long after getting my B.A.," she
said.
No one told me about arranged
marriages. I picked up information
by listening closely when I wasn't
supposed to be.TheJewish faith does
not really have arranged marriages,
but it is usually expected the follow15

ers marry someone of the same faith. annoyed that she didn't pay more at- boxes of bangles, glittering with glass
These marriages are good, my grand- tention to him. He was trying so hard. and bits of gold paint, were crammed
mother says, because you enter the When David, the eleven-year-old boy alongside other crafts. The plain gold
union in one faith - - - - - - - - from down the street, and engraved bracelets were stacked
and with no expecdropped by to visit, he on a tubing made of velvet, separated
tations. Only our
I saw a glance, a solemnly shook hands according to price. Other stalls sold
cousin, Abraham look saw, or thought with Isaac when he scarves, yarmulkes, and robes of
(whoisdeadtous), I saw, a hesitation, a learned who he was.
many designs.
had married some- quiverintbeair.Iwas
"Let's go into town,"
Isabel pointed to a display of
one of a different eleven, in a market Isabel suggested to me gold necklaces next to a bookstand.
faith, to which he square in Israel, and one night, a week be- The bookstand owner was the lean
had converted.
everything seemed to fore the wedding. She one with the flashing eyes whom I had
He visited us happen at once.
linked my arm as she recognized a few weeks back. Isabel
one evening, this
put on her shoes. Eve- went over to look at the new books,
man who was to
ryone was in the next and I noticed the owner watching
marry my cousin. He had a name, room having tea. TheRappaportshad her.
Isaac, and a smile that changed his cometovisitandgrandmotherdidn't
There are times when the tiniest
whole face. At least she wasn't marry- know if she had enough sweets to go things can take on enormous shape,
ing a brute. Still, nothing was certain. around, so we excused ourselves.
when a wisp of air can tum to sor"Would you like a candy?" he
The sun had just set, leaving lazy cery, when the merest nothing beasked me, offering an exquisitely purple streaks in the sky. The moon comes something. On that dark night
wrapped, chocolate-covered cherry. shone faintly behind the moving in the smoky stall jammed between
"Yes, thank you very much."
clouds. Weclosedthegateandwalked two others, I saw a great deal. I saw
I liked him very much then, as he up the street alongside the houses. my cousin, my pretty young cousin
stood in front of us all, blushing. His
"Look at the Freidmans' house," with a laughing mouth, and this youth
eyes were lowered, his voice soft, his Isabel whispered. "I wonder who's with dark lashes. I saw a glance, a
image on display for everyone. I ate home."
look. I saw, or thought I saw, a hesihis candy and laughed at two of his
The Freidmans' house was tation,aquiverin the air. I was eleven,
jokes. He asked me about my home, brightly lit up inside, and I wondered in a market square in Israel, and
if it snowed a lot, if I played baseball. where David, their son, was. Mr. everything seemed to happen at once.
Isabel stood by him and smiled often, Freidman used to produce films, and The story behind Abraham's disbut did not speak to him.
his house was painted pale blue. He ownment unfolded to me- right beLater, we went to the synagogue. had lots of trees
fore my eyes. He was
I talked to the rabbi, who remem- in his yard. David
disowned because of his
beredmefrom previous visits. Grand- used to help us
Isabel bit her lip. He marriage and his change
mother told the rabbi of her plans for climb them.
gently tugged herpurse of faith. I felt as if I were
the wedding, and of my upcoming
There were strap and she blushed. I in a movie.
batmitzvah, which she wanted held many people bad seen couples flirt
"Are you getting marin Israel.
about town, bur- in New York before, but ried?" I heard the bookThat night, we lingered on the rying into stores here it seemed wrong. I stand owner ask. He was
veranda, and I wondered if shooting before
they wanted to take Isabel bold, perhaps because
stars were good signs or bad ones. I closed. The bright away from this place. no one was there to inlooked at the stars above. They were newspaper stands Instead I muttered terfere, to tell him to mind
beautiful, and seemed clearer than weresurrounded something and walked his own business. Only
the ones back home. Yet there was by men reading away.
me, and I was already
something not quite right about them. the news aloud to
wishing I was not there.
Isaac pointed some out in the sky.
each other. Near
"They are in the shape of a fish, the large fountain in the center of How long had they looked at each
aren't they?" he ·asked, but Isabel town, stalls and stands were lit with other like that? Or was it merely the
didn't hear him. I'd never been thesoftglowoflamps. Isabel pushed night, the soft moonlight and the
ashamed of her before, but I was me toward the hawking stands where smoke from the lamps that made
16

them look like that?
"No. I mean yes," Isabel answered, and for a moment their eyes
turned away. Isabel bit her lip. He
gently tugged her purse strap and she
blushed. I had seen couples flirt in
New York before, but here it seemed
wrong. I wanted to take Isabel away
from this place. Instead I muttered
something and walked away. Isabel
didn't even notice, and I was mad at
her for that. I walked quickly, not
even seeing where I was going.
"Hey," someone said. I kept on
walking.
"Hey, what are you doing here?''
It was David. I turned to see him
looking at me, puzzled.
"I didn't know it was you," I said.
"I've got a bunch of new comics.
Want to see?" he asked.
I wondered what he was doing
here. He told me his mother was sick.
(More likely drunk, according to my
grandmother. I had listened in one
night when I was supposed to be
asleep.) I followed him to one of the
stalls. Wesatonsomeboxesnearafat
woman's stand, and she moved her
lamp so it shined on us.
"Are you coming to the wedding?" I asked.
"Of course. Will there be music?"
"Yes, grandmother's got it all
planned."
It was getting late, and the stall
ownersbegantocloseup.11iewoman
wrapped her wares in gunnysack and
newspaper; others around her did
the same. Isabel found David and me.
"Here," she said, handing me a
small packet. I slipped off the brown
paper cover and discovered a necklace of gold beads. "It's pretty," I
said.
I wondered if she thought I'd let
her secret out. We walked past the
bookstand and Isabel kept her eyes
in front of her, but I couldn't help
glancing back. I saw him with his eyes

on her retreating back a moment
before the lights were put out.
When we got home, my grandmother was waiting at the gate.
"It's so late, wandering around
with that child!" she yelled at Isabel.
Isabel just shrugged, apologized,
and quickly kissed grandmother on
the cheek. I showed her the necklace

Isabel had bought for me.
It was only later, when I went to
get ready for bed. I saw Isabel getting
ready, too. She was bending over,
undoing the laces ofher shoes slowly
instead of kicking them off;her shoulders were trembling. She turned
around and I saw her eyes. They were
full of an unbearable grief.

"Merissa, 1990" - Rebecca Lehnen
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On Staying Awake in a' 62 Falcon
By Joe Garber

Sonny pulled out of the truck groan from the Falcon as it adjusted
stop at just after three o'clock in the to the extra weight in the passenger
morning. His '62 Falcon groaned as it seat.
met the open road. Ared neon sign
"Yep," Red finally said.
Sonny nodded blindly in agreeover thetruckstop melted away in the
rear-viewmirrorastheFalconpicked ment.
"Yep, I saw 'em. I saw 'em all
up speed. Despite many cups of hot
java, Sonny started dozing off only a right. They think they're so smart,
few miles from the truck stop. The bein' so sneaky, but they can't fool
Falcon creaked out a warning, sens- me. No sir!"
Sonny was lost, but not quite so
ing Sonny's fatigue.
"I've got to stay awake!" Sonny tired.
"Who, Red?"
screamed, shaking his head to clear
the cobwebs. "I need something to
"Aliens."
"Illegal?"
keep me tense, on edge. Something
like ..." His voice trailed off as he no"Space."
ticed a hitchhiker on
"Oh."
the side of the deso"Take
themalls,for
late highway.
Sonny had asked
"A crazy hitch- instance. You see all for it, and he was getthose people in the ting it.
hiker!"
The Falcon came malls, right? Now, you
"Like I said, Sonny,
to a stop on the apron never see those people they're gettin' sneaky.
of the road. The hitch- anywhere else, Just in They're making their
hiker peered into the the malls, right? Where ships out to look like
car, gave Sonny the do they come from? airplanes now. So
once-over, and Where do they all go much like airplanes,
hopped in. The man to?"
in fact, that you think
in the passenger seat
they are airplanes,
wore ragged green cut-off shorts, san- but I know better. The Bermuda Tridals, and a faded, tie-dyed shirt.Sonny angle? All those airplane crashes?
peered through the man's unkempt, Amelia Earhart? All caused by those
shoulder-length hair into his eyes sneakin' space alien bastards to make
and found them completely blank; more room for THEM! The governthe mile-and-a-half long stare of an ment tries to blame it on weather
obvious acid casualty. Sonny sus- conditions or 'human error,' but I
pected he had been blessed with a know better!"
good stimulant.
Red fell silent. Sonny would not
"So, where are you headed?" push him. His grip on the wheel tightSonny asked. The question met with ened and the Falcon responded with
dead silence, but Sonny forged on. another groan.
"What's your name?"
"Well, it's not just the airplanes,
"Red," came the instant re- of course," Red continued after a
sponse.
short lull.
"Well, Red, it's nice to meet you.
"Take the malls, for instance.
I'm Sonny."
You see all those people in the malls,
Silence reigned for the next five right?Now,youneverseethosepeople
miles, punctuated by an occasional anywhere else, just in the malls, right?
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Where do they come from? Where do
they all go to?"
Sonny opened his mouth to form
a response, but Red cut him off.
"They come from the airplanes,
which are really spaceships. Making
all those people space aliens!"
Red sat back, more sure of himself now.
"See, the malls are really owned
by space aliens who put shops in to
get real people in there. That way,
those sneakin' space aliens can watch
the real people. They learn to act just
like us! They wanna walk like us, talk
like us, but most importantly, they
wanna shop like us! Sure, man! See,
that way they can get the best deals on
everything. Soon, they'll get the best
deals on our jeans, our tennis shoes,
our cars, our land. Soon they'll own
everything, man. Today Hill's, tomorrow the world!"
Red discovered more as he
ranted on. Themorespeedhepicked
up, themoreSonnyfeltlikehewason
speed. The Falcon purred on, waiting
for something to happen.
"Hell, those sneakin' space aliens probably already own a good 25,
30 percent of the GNP as it stands. I
mean, look at that Walton guy, you
know, the one that owns Wal-Mart.
He's mastered the art of discount
shopping like nobody on the planet.
If those sneakin' space aliens were to
get a hold of him ... " Red paused. A
sudden realization came to him.
"Hell, they probably already do
control him! He could even be one of
'em! Like a mole or one of them
sleeper agents the commies send over,
just waiting for the secret password
andBANG!Wreakhavocontheeconomy, and don't think he couldn't do
it, Sonny."
Sonny's mood shifted from tense
to nervous, even a little fearful. The

Falcon shifted accordingly.
Red, his energy now spent, pulled
something from his bag. For an instant, Sonny thought it was a weapon
and made preparations to abandon
the Falcon.
''Wanna drink?"
Sonny breathed the barest hint
of a sigh of relief.
"No thanks," Sonny said, wired.
"I'm trying to stay awake."
"Suit yourself." Red took a long
tug and said reflectively, "Ya know,
some people may call me paranoid,
but I like to think of it as simply
heightened sensory perception tempered with a healthy dose of caution.

What do you think, Sonny?"
Sonny was wired now. He saw
some lights up ahead offthe road and
realized his journey would end soon.
''Well, I'd definitely have to agree,
Red."
"Good man, Sonny. I knew they
weren't all out to get me."
"Yeah, well, you just keep that
chin up. This is where I have to let you
off, Red. Happy trails."
The Falcon's tires crunched on
the gravel as Sonny stopped on the
shoulder. Red hopped out and shut
the door.
"Thanks for the ride, Sonny. And
remember, be careful!"

Sonny flashed Red the thumbs
up. As the Falcon rolled away, Red
looked up and noticed the large neon
sign flashing the words "The Mall."
"Hey! What is this? Some kind of
sick joke??! O.K. You just wait, pal!
One morning when you wake up and
find some three-eyed space alien
knocking on your door wanting the
rent, we'll seewho gets the last laugh!"
Red spat at the flashing sign and
walked away in disgust.
"Sneakin' space alien bastards...."

"Cranbrook" Beth Abbott
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The Follies of Cultural Preservation
and the 2 Live Crew
By Doug Powell
It bas happened to them
according to
the true

proverb, The dog turns back
to
bis own
vomit, and the sow is washed
only to
wallow in the mire.
-

2 Peter 2:22

In Shakespeare's I Henry IV Hal,

thene' er-do-well crown prince, leads
a double life, on the one hand enjoying lowbrow antics in the company of
Falstaff and on the other having to
rise to the duties attendant to his
place in society. Hal is the play's hero
because he recognizes the point at
which the crude and childish must be
cast aside in favor of responsibility.
He becomes a more effective ruler
and citizen because ofhis association
with the common man, but he reaches
a point where he understands the
need for decorum, where his priorities necessarily must change; he alters his life not only for the sake ofhis
own pride, but for the larger mandates of society. Hal's genius lies in
his ability to bring to the society in
which he is compelled to participate
a broad understanding, untainted by
stubborn clinging to foolish and ignoble ways. As Lord Vernon reports
to the rebellious Hotspur, "(He)
chid his truant youth with such a
grace/ As if he mastered there a
double spirit/ of teaching and of
learning instantly'' (V.ii.). In other
words, Hal retains the culture from
which he emerged while remaining
open to the lessons he must learn in
his new life.
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The problems facing Hal in that als, argued that 2 Live Crew repreplay encapsulate in a way the situ- sented an essential portion of Afriation of subcultures in America. In can-American culture, and thus atthe country that supposedly is the tacks on the album and the group
great "Melting Pot," peripheralized represented another attempt to styelements of society nonetheless ex- mie African-American expression, to
hibit a tendency to cling doggedly to tell black people nationwide that their
the trappings and practices of their culture is unacceptable to white socigroup, even when such practices ef- ety. Obnoxious, foulmouthed 2 Live
fectively alienate the group from Crew found itself carrying the banner
mainstream society by presenting and of the fight for equality by shouting
promoting the group's most ignoble about guns and whores. Shakespeare
elements. The most prominent ex- could hardly have invented a more
ample of late is the defense of the rap comic situation; unfortunately, this
group 2 Live Crew. Their album, As was no dramatist's fantasy but a real,
Nasty As
They Wanna Be, is an exer- live cultural battle. 2 Live Crew subcise in almost overwhelming vulgar- sequently released a single, "Banned
ity. One song after another glorifies in the USA," which capitalized on the
the practices which have become, controversy and shamelessly prowhether true or not, stereotypical of moted the band as persecuted chamthe black male: life as portrayed by 2 pions of free speech and of black
Live Crew revolves around twin lusts, culture.
for money and, more importantly, for
How did this happen? How did a
sex. In this twisted world view, women gang of lurid, anal retentive thugs
are desirable only for the brutal sex- become martyrs for the cause offreeual gratification of men, a need al- dom? The primary blame lies at the
most indistinguishable from the de- door of the high-minded moralists,
sire expressed for wealth and its trap- who should have responded by pripings. Indeed, in the perception of 2 vate action - boycotts, demonstraLive Crew, women are little better tions, refusal to buy or in any way
than chattel; the word which appears recognize the album. Instead, these
more often than any other on the people turned to the government,
album is "bitch."Thisnounisused to which, in this age where politicians
the exclusion of almost any other in are required to demonstrate their
reference to women, with "whore" moral purity, was far too eager to coits most frequent replacement.
operate and lend the official stamp of
The first great overreaction to persecution to the crusade.
this album came on the part of mainThis act constituted a regrettable,
stream society, whose outrage led to even reprehensible abuse of the
legal action of dubious constitution- powers of the state, but the counterality as the album was declared le- response on the part of 2 Live Crew's
gally obscene and thus illegal to buy defenders represents ashameless and
or sell. This response led to well- groundless manipulation of the high
grounded charges of censorship; emotions and justifiably defensive
however, it also led to more far- posture of the African-American
fetched charges of racism. Some community. This response sinks the
black leaders, successful intellectu- civil rights movement into a moral

quagmire. Progressfor black culture pelled sales of As Nasty As They
away from a situation where murder Wanna Be into the millions, and
is the leading cause of death for black provided 2 Live Crew with a great big
men, and where jails are crammed soapbox, bigger than they could ever
with black men, has been sacrificed have imagined, from which to voice
to a defense of any utterances by their base, misogynist, gluttonous
black men whatsoever, even when views.
these reinforce the lifestyle which at
I realize, of course, that the
least partly prevents black men from simplest rebuttal to this argument is
achieving parity and social justice in that as a caucasian I am incapable of
America. Instead of making this case understanding the significance of 2
a valid test of freedom of speech, the Live Crew's work to the black comblack community has transformed it munity. However, I would point out
into an issue of civil rights, where that the principles of my argument
three African-Americans are on trial are not limited to the black commuinstead of simply three Americans, nity alone. No subculture should seek
and where their retarded sexuality to perpetuate that which is detrimenand pornographic utterances have tal to its people's progress. As an East
been made to represent an entire Tennessean, I see no glory in the poverty from which our culture has
subculture.
During his 1988 presidential arisen, despite the fact that these conditions gave rise to
campaign, Jesse
many worthy culJackson repeatedly
Obnoxious, foul- tural expressions.
called on civil rights
leaders to take the mouthed 2 Live Crew TheJonesboroSto"moral high ground," found themselves carry- rytelling Festival
a space that is hardly ing the banner ofthefight would not exist
represented by the for equality by shouting were it not for the
likes of 2 Live Crew's about guns and whores. illiteracy which
"Me So Horny." The Shakespeare
could created the Appamastery of a "double hardly have invented a lachian oral tradition. Nonetheless,
spirit," which can re- more comic situation.
we are called upon
deem the virtues of
to eliminate the
blacksocietyfrom the
vices represented by 2 Live Crew and negative side even while attempting
help fully integrate a long-downtrod- to preserve the artistic benefits which
den subculture cannot be found in a it fostered.
White men have been the priknee-jerk defense of any black utterance, particularly those born of the marycontributors to scientific knowlcultural tradition of Redd Foxx and edge and artistic achievement in Westthe Shaft movies. The preservation of ern culture, but under no circumsuch a useless, even damaging tradi- stances should we perpetuate the
tion should not be a priority for any attitudes which prevent other races
culture - its being a part of one's and genders from such expression,
societydoesnotlenditinherentworth. even though such attitudes are part
Atrue defense of African-Americans and parcel of the cultural heritage
would castigate 2 Live Crew for their from which we have emerged. Such
venality - for presenting a wholly regrettablephenomenaas the Ku Klux
negative stereotype to their youth and Klan - whose stated mission is the
their adults as well. The tragedy of preservation and insulation of white
this whole incident is that it has pro- culture at any cost, an eerie echo of 2

Live Crew's defenders - and the
continuing failure of employers to
pay women as much as men in comparable jobs, are not cultural manifestations to be celebrated. Black
culture, like all others, has contributed to society in many positive ways,
but simply being black expression is
not enough. Not merely culture but
cultural progressis what truly should
be promoted, and this does not include the likes of 2Live Crew or David
Duke, an avatar of the same god,
either. In promoting or defending
their like we do not, as Hal, "imitate
the sun," but "doth permit the base
contagious clouds/ To smother up
his beauty from the world" (I.iii.)

Untitled Tim Quillen
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The Understanding
By Rebecca Lehnen
It was raining, naturally. Somehow I hadn't been able to imagine it
any other way; it was typical for a
November morning and on this particular day the rain intensified the
gloom that hung like a cloud over the
four people in the car. We all had
known this day would come; not the
precise date, but we had known it
would be soon. Although I had thought
I was prepared, it found me in a
trance-like state going through the
motions of everyday living.
During the long ride I couldn't
stop thinking about him. He hadn't
been that old, fifty-four perhaps. I
stared listlessly through the rainstreaked car window remembering
wishing as a child that he would die in
his sleep so I would be rid of him
forever. I blushed at the memory, so
long forgotten, as though everyone
could hear my thoughts. I thought of
the time I was fourteen when he and
I had gotten into a serious argument,
about what I don't remember. I do
remember seeing the familiar glint of
hate and anger in his eyes and I, in a
desperate panic, fled upstairs to my
bedroom, hoping it would offer protection-it didn't. He followed, close
on my heels, with a metal-handled
broom in one hand and as he raised
it back to strike me, I put my arms up
in defense. My right arm got the brunt
of his outrage. When the broom
handle finally broke, he must have
realized what he was doing because
he stopped abruptly, looking down at
me in a heap on the floor, sobbing
hysterically and clutching my arm
that was throbbing with pain.
"Do you know this skirt only cost
twenty-two dollars?" asked my sister
from the back seat.
"Oh, really?"
"Yeah,atBelk's." Herwordsfaded
from me.

I thought of the time she had
bought her first 45-record just before her sixteenth birthday. He had
poked fun at the song and at her for
buying it until she had burst into tears
and had run upstairs to the sanctity of
our bedroom. Then,he had laughed
cynically at her foolishness. Thesteady
whish! whoomp! whish! whoomp! of
the wipers across the windshield
brought me back to the present. We
had arrived. We were greeted at the
door by a tall, pleasant-looking man
with graying hair. He smiled warmly
at us as if he really cared, and I
wondered if he did as I walked slowly
down the short, dimly-lit hallway
which led to a large room. As I entered, I averted my eyes from the long
silvery form against the far wall. The
air was filled with the heady, sweet
scent of roses and carnations. There
were people milling about, sifting in
and out of the room while others
talked quietly in small groups. My
eyes searched through the sallow
faces that seemed to tum toward me
in unison with strange and indifferent
stares which increased my discomfort tenfold. My eyes finally found an
oasis which seemed even more dear
to me than ever-I walked hurriedly
across the room to where my mother
was standing. I hugged and kissed
her as if I hadn't seen her for years.
For some reason I felt an urgent need
to be near her. She looked tired; puffy
bags under her eyes from nights of
restless sleep. I had always thought
that she and my stepfather made a
funny looking couple: her short form
against his tall, John Wayne build.
Thelast time I saw him, just three
days earlier, he was nothing more
than a whisper of the man he once
was; thinandfrail;sittingonhiscouch,
wrapped in a thick wool blanket with
a toboggan on his hairless head, his

face drawn, making his eyes and
mouth look too large in comparison.
He had managed to lookupatmeand
while his eyes spoke of numerous
cobalt treatments, he had smiled a
toothy grin.
"Happy Thanksgiving," I had
said to him, and, "How do you feel?"
"Oh, okay, I guess," he had answered weakly.
I caught my breath and choked
down a lump that had risen in my
throat. I leaned over to hug him and
felt the smallness of his once broad
back and shoulders. As I raised back
up I thought I caught a glimmer of
love in his eyes, or perhaps it was a
tear. I felt a sudden surge of warmth
flowing through mybodyandlsmiled
lovingly at this man I had hated so
vehemently as a child.
"What do you think of it, Becky?"
my mother was asking me.
She had chosen a soft silverygray color to complement what he
would be wearing. I couldn't help
wondering why it mattered, but forcing a smile I said, "Everything looks
beautiful, you did a wonderful job,
Mama."
She smiled back at me and I
noticed the strands of white and gray
hairs running through her black hair.
I remembered as a child, watching
her put her red lipstick on in the
mornings before leaving for work.
She was always very careful to stay
inside her lipline. She never wore any
other makeup; today, however, she
had a hint of mascara on her lashes;
without it they were scarce and short
due to a childhood bout with the
measles.
We both looked down at my stepfather lying in the silver-gray coffin.
At that moment, I could not think of
him as anything but kind.
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The Revelatio,i to John (Lennon):
The Apocalyptic Voice of the Beatles
By Doug Powell

Indisputably, the Beatles repre- however, would decline and disapsent a unique phenomenon in the pear along with the innocence of
historynotonlyofpopular music but their fans. Not simply maturity but
in the development of Western cul- the increasing complexity ofthe times
ture as well. Never before had indi- would alter the Beatles themselves,
vidual musicians been the center of their music, and the impact it had
media exposure and fan adulation of upon the world. The charismatic John
such force and magnitude; these four F. Kennedy, something of a pop star
individuals became more than hu- in his own right, had been replaced
man in the eyes of many. The Beatles' bythe brusque (even boorish) Lyndon
haircuts, clothing, and personal Johnson, and in 1966 America's inhabits, far and above their music, volvement in the Vietnam War was
served as an inspiration and an ex- achieving a very large scale, as troop
ample to their legions of fans; they strength mounted to 400,000 and
were de acto
facto
leaders of a sizable casualties increased proportionately.
Mixed reactions to the United States'
portion of the world's youth.
Their function in this capacity role in this conflict emerged worldbegan innocuously enough; the wide, but were increasingly virulent
Beatles were in the beginning "Lov- among the young, particularly in
able Moptops" who sang covers ofls- America, whose lives were directly
ley Brothers and CarlPerkins songs threatened by the possibility of the
and whose finely crafted originals draft (Hampton 13). The war prowere relatively insubstantial. Wit was vided a catalyst for the widening of
Lennon and McCartney's stock in the generation gap, and parents who
trade as the group's principal song- responded to the Beatles with disapwriters, and a general good-natured- proval for their haircuts and their
ness was part of their broad-based saucy attitude would discover to their
appeal. In playing before the Queen dismay that their children were folMother and Princess Margaret,John lowing the lead of their idols over the
Lennon prefaced their performance long-standing example of the Ameriof "Twist and Shout" with the com- can Way (go to college, get a job, buy
ment, "On this
a house, be patriotic
number I want
The Innocence of the and hard-working
you all to join in. Beatles, however, would and you will "sucThose in the decline and disappear ceed").
The example the
cheap seats can along with the Innocence
clap your hands.
Beatles
were setting
of their fans. Not simply
The rest of you maturity but the Increas- was increasinglydiscan rattle your ing complexity of the tasteful to mainjewelry." The times would alter the stream adult sociQueen Mother's Beatles themselves, their ety, as the pop platiresponse to this music, and the Impact It tudes of the early
years were replaced
insouciance: bad upon the world.
''They are so fresh
by enigmatic lyrical
and vital. I simply ·
complexity. Bob
Dylan exerted the initial influence
adore them" (Schaffner 22)!
The innocence of the Beatles, which propelled the Beatles in this
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new direction, making the group and
JohnLennoninparticularmoreaware
ofthe literary side oftheir profession.
Lennon characterized this relationship:
I wasn't too keen on lyrics in

those days. I dido't think they
counted. Dylan used to come out
with his latest acetate and say
"listen to the words, man." And
I'd say, "I don't listen to the
words" (Schaffner 45).
Dylan also irreversibly influenced
their private lives when in 1964 he
introduced the Beatles to drug use in
the form ofmarijuana (Schaffner45).
Drug use placed the Beatles for the
first time outside the realm of mainstream society, into an oppositional
relationship that would become increasinglypronounced in later years.
And though the public would not "officially'' learn of the Beatles' experimentation for some time, the marks
of it were clearly displayed on the
1965 album Rubber Soul, which
marked the beginning of the end for
the "lovable moptop" image.
Romantic Love had dwindled as
a theme for the Beatles, and in its
place a new awareness had arisen.
Rubber Soul containsJohn Lennon's
first experiment with the Beatles as
prophetic voice in the song "The
Word." The title is obviously ripe with
theological implications such as the
gnosticism of the Gospel ofJohn, and
when Lennon reveals that "the Word
I'm thinking of " is Love he is not
referring to the same emotion that
informs "Love Me Do." Rather, he is
playing the evangelist and preaching
his own gospel: "Now thatl know the
word is right/I'm here to show everybody the light ... Say the Word and

you'll be free/ Say the Word and be badges of pride) was an anarchic yet
like me." In urging himself as an communal utopia: the Age of Aquarexample, Lennon seemed to have ius would replace the fragmented
accepted himself as a role model and Piscean era. Charles Reich declared
begun to realize the power and pos- in his tractarian The Greening of
sibilities of the position (Ward 315). America, "There is a revolution
The Beatles' vision became even coming ... a 'new head' - a new way
more mystical when early in 1966 of living- a new man" (Riley 180).
first John Lennon and later the rest of The Beatles set to music this surreal,
band began to experiment with LSD, apocalyptic vision.
which at the time was still relatively
"Rain" (1966) isJohnLennon's
unknown and thus legal. This drug first true visionary work, in which he
would forever change the nature of propounds a theme (recurring
the Beatles' music, having a particu- throughout later Beatles works) that
larly profound effect on the work of the material world, its flaws and
Lennon. Conventional love songs as a foibles, are illusory, and that through
mode of expression for the band introspection one can rise above its
disappeared overnight; songs about imperfection to a better world. This
relationships were now tinged with dualitycomesthroughloudandclear
irony or filled with introspection in the song's refrain. "Rain! I don't
(Schaffner 54). The new genre was mind/Shine! The weather's fine."
highly imagistic, even bizarre, as Weather here symbolizesthe shifting
hallucination began to inform the earthly problems which the seer can
songwriting. George Harrison de- rise above through his own mind.
scribed his initial impression of the The tranquillity ofthe singer is sharply
drug to biographer Hunter Davies: contrasted with conventional mem"It was as ifl had never tasted, talked, bers of society, who, "If the rain
seen, or heard properly before. For comes ... run and hide their heads/
the first time in my life I was not con- They might as well be dead." Thus the
scious of ego" (Schaffner 76) . The speaker becomes isolated, alienated;
release from obsession with self even as the song demonstrates his
formed an important part of the own peace it condemns the folly of
Beatles' mysticism. As "The Word" others, and creates an "us-them" rebegan to indicate, the Beatles' theol- lationship (Mellers 81).
ogy was highly gnostic, turning inRevolver (1966) is the first alward to seek the ultimate truth and bum which may truly be said to adthrough that movement
dress the "Us"
of the Beatles'
fostering outward
The dreamy optimism mystic order.
peace.
of this song, however,
The standout
LSD initiated the
Beatles into a growing began disappearing as on this album,
section of the popula- Lennon's visionary songs which marks
tion known under the increasingly emphasized the band's tum
blanket term of the not the tranquillity ofthe to the psychecounterculture. Indeed, world beyond but the fu- delic, is Lenthe Beatles became the tilityofthe world in which non's "Tomormovement's spiritual we live.
row Never
Knows." Elaboleaders and most conspicuous proponents. The dream of rating on the backwards-recording
these "hippies" or "freaks" (initially techniques first employed in "Rain,"
derogatory terms which became the song is a cacophonous pastiche

of tape loops backing John's serene
drone. "Tum off your mind, relax
and float downstream," he instructs
the novice mystic, borrowing from
Timothy Leary's The Psychedelic Experience, which in tum is an adaptation of The Tibetan Book of the
Dead (Riley 209). From his otherworldly vantage point, Lennon announces his own conception of the
"new creation":
That love is all, that love is
everyone
It is knowing, it is knowing
That ignorance and hate may
mourn the dead
It is believing, it is believing
But listen to the color of your
dreams
It is not living, it is not living
Or play the game's existence to
the end
Of the beginning, of the beginning

In typically elliptical fashion, Lennon
confirms the existence of some
heaven; by "listening to the color of
his dreams" (a synesthetic image
stereotypical of the LSD experience)
the seer has come to understand that
earthly life is merely a game and
death is a beginning.
The dreamy optimism of this
song, however, began disappearing
as Lennon's visionary songs increasingly emphasized not the tranquillity
of the world beyond but the futility of
the world in which we live. "Strawberry Fields Forever," (1966) both
musically and lyrically, invokes this
feeling. Lennon's voice is a weary
moan as he seems to force confused
(and confusing) lines such as "I think
I know I mean, ah yes, but it's all
wrong- that is I think I disagree" to
match the rhythms of the churning
mix of orchestra and rock band.
Lennon's own explanation of the line
"No one I think is in my tree" pro27

vides a theme for the entire song:
''Whatl'msaying,inmyowninsecure
way, is 'nobody seems to understand
wherel'mcomingfrom.Iseemtosee
things in a different way from most
people"' (Riley 212). The only escape in this song is the enigmatic
Strawberry Fields, where there's
"nothing to get hung about" - an
image which seems carefree enough,
though the pleasant land is based on
the garden of an orphanage near
Lennon's childhood home.
The Beatles' visionary ambitions
found their culmination with the 1967
release ofSgt, Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band. The album represented
so many innovative stylistic and technical strides and such grand creative
ambition that it has inspired more
discussion, debate, and praise than
anyotherrockalbum (Mellers 101).
The elimination of the banding, which
separates one song from the next,
created a unified atmosphere on the
LP, which is generally fun and games
(at least superficially) until the final
song punctures the levity. The somber acoustic guitar of "A Day in the
Life" rises up through the cheering
crowd at the end of the "Sgt. Pepper's" reprise and the song proceeds
to present a sad, disaffected picture
of the "real world," beyond the larkishness of the Lonely Hearts Club. In
this real world, death is as trivial as a
missed traffic signal ("He blew his
mind out in a car/He didn't notice
that the lights had changed") and
anonymous ("nobody was really sure
if he was from the House of Lords"),
and men fritter away their energy
counting the number of holes in
Blackburn, Lancashire. The subdued,
drifting music gives these observations an air of dreamlike indifference, until a crescendo of blasting
horns jars the listener into the second section of the song, a jingoistic
account of rushing out to work Here,
the sudden change is back in the
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direction of dream-vision; when
McCartney sings the lines "Found my
way upstairs and had a smoke/And
somebody spoke and I went into a
dream" the music shifts abruptly back
to the drifting quality of the earlier
section, disrupting and perhaps
symbolically denying the validity of
the happy ditty, reverting to the grim
though removed analysis of conventional reality.
Significantly, there is no Strawberry Fields to go to here. Indeed, it
seems the narrator is already outside
this "reality'' -he'd like to bring us
to his state, as he says, "I'd love to
turn you on." That phrase implies
more than simply drugs or sex; what
he'd love to do is move us from the
busy little world of the song's center
section to the place from which he
makes his observations. This movement appears symbolically in the
song's close, as the renewed horn
blasts give way to an authoritative and
seemingly eternal piano chord. Perhaps by mere coincidence this chord
is E-major, which in 18th-century
canonical music was the key associated with heaven.
Sgt. Pepper confirmed the Beatles
as the foremost members and ultimate artistic voice of the counterculture. Critic Langdon Winner gives this
account of the album's impact:
I happened to be driving across
the country on Interstate 80.
In each city where I stopped for
gas or food... the melodies
wafted in from some far-off transistor radio.. .It was the most
amazing thing I've ever heard.
For a brief while, the
irreparably fragmented consciousness of the west was
unified,
at least in the minds of the
young (Ward 370).
Unfortunately, it did not take long

for this unified spirit (with the Beatles
at its head) to turn into hyperbolic
worship of the very men who tried to
teach the abandonment of personality. Soon counterculture icons were
imparting to the Beatles the status of
divinity, as in this statement by Timothy Leary:
The Beatles are divine Messiahs.
The wisest, holiest, most effective
avatars... that the world has
yet produced... I declare that
(the Beatles) are mutants...
Evolutionary agents sent by God,
endowed with mysterious power
to create a new human species
(Schaffner 71).
The infamous 1966 statement by
John Lennon that ''We're more popular than Jesus right now'' was being
taken in a sense that he never intended. The message became further
twisted in the minds ofa few, the most
prominent example being Charles
Manson, who found motivation for a
savage series of murders in an extremely esoteric and inferential reading of the lyrics to The White Album.
The effect of deification on the
Beatles' work was ultimately detrimental. Now the studio contained not
a group but four towering personalities, and the sort of unity that characterizes the early works and found its
ultimate manifestation on Sgt. Peppers
could never again coul
be achieved.
Too, the character of the counterculture was changing and fragmenting,
becoming increasingly radical and
decreasingly nonviolent. The 1968
Chicago Democratic Convention gave
birth to a new breed of counterculture, which did not dream of a land
beyond this earth but sought, through
whatever means necessary, to bring
about the demise of repressive institutions here and now (Ward 402).
John Lennon identified with this
movement, and began to abandon his

apocalyptic mode for the more prophetic voice of topical music. Paul
Mccartney, on the other hand, clung
doggedly to his pop instincts, and in
his personal life sought the stability of
conventional married life. George
Harrison delved ever more deeply
into Hinduism, and Ringo simply kept
about his usual business of a sort of
blissful ignorance. The ever-widening divergence of their paths ultimately spelled the demise of the
group, as the cheery goodwill which
had held them together dissipated.
The Beatles' epitaph could well
be derived from the 1969 single "The
Ballad of John and Yoko": "Christ,
you know it ain't easy/You knowhow
hard it can be/The way things are
going/They're gonna crucify me. " The
Beatles' career was in a sense crucified by its own followers; it collapsed
under the weight of its own success.
The tragedy of John Lennon's 1980
murder by a crazed fan serves to
underscore the sad irony of defeat
snatched from the jaws of victory
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Early Morning Poetry
By Robert Peets
i dunk the huge white donut
into the vast cup of black coffee

to live and yet use napkins

"Billy with cigarette and coffee" - Duncan Anderson
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Untitled - Ben Dowdy
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Shavings
By Sharon James

Just like every Saturday
Old men sip from bottles
And watch the day move as slowly
As their knives over cedar slabs.
They talkOf days before the TVA
When a nickel bought a Royal Crown;
Of coming home from war
When their hair was dark;
Of diner girls who smile like their wives
When they bring pie and coffee;
While memories collect like the
Whittled shavings around their feet.
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Gold Breezes
By Leah Fraysier

She built her web above your shower, didn't she?
You sent her a cockroach bouquet.
She auditioned for the part.
You watched her there, catching ants, water running.
You never wanted more than this.
The brass-framed photographs.
Right time. Tubes and decay. Forced lunches.
Doris Day. Gold breezes.
The emergency room fashion show.
Milton's world, heaven and hell and all that.
Smothering and not understanding why. Inborn, don't you think?
Goodall, Rich and others. Independence and poverty.
Your child has no mother.
You have no sanity. Minimum wage, owne decay.
Pilate uses your hand-washing techniques.
The Pope blesses your basin, shower and hot water.
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1\vo-Room Apartment
By Rob Russell

These walls are too thin
and on the topside of the ceiling the children's feet sound like
thunder up close
or someone knocking on the door
At no particular time but the nighttime
the train comes by
the building shakes
and I am awakened from my favorite nightmare
by the sound of my Dust-Buster
flung from its hanger to the sticky linoleum
searching the lousy midnight for love
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Untitled - Christiane Popper
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Scales of Justice
Leah Fraysier

Plastic, faded fruit, a table ornament.
Scales of justice, on the coffee table, dust covered.
Ashes in ash trays.
Can you hear the echo of the six o'clock news?
Magnets littering the fridge,
Crayons on the rug.
Dishes waiting in the sink.
The baby cries.
Lunch unpacked.
The alarm clock ringing, not loud enough.
I can't find my socks.
Under the quilt.
Coffee, bitterly brewing.
I'm late.
Maroon flowered house coat, waiting at the door.
Pink house shoes, baby on hip.
Aglare good-bye.
Thanking you for all of this.
Slam of the door.
Oh, joy! The soaps are on today.
Here's the bottle.
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"Depression" Julie Branham
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Church By The River
By Sharon James

My heart thumped a staccato rhythm
Beneath my ruffled dress
That Sunday at the church by the river.
I held tight to Grandma's wrinkled hand
As Aunt Betty promised a bright, shiny quarter
For a Coke from the store down the road.
I sat as all young ladies mustHand folded and dress so straightRooting for a sunbeam trying to
Push through the stained glass
While the river drowned every "Amen."
Then I said good-bye and shook Preacher's cold hand
So that Cousin Tommy and I could once again
Sneak down to watch turtles-Sunning on the banks of the river.
"Country Cburcb" -Julie Branham
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"Pitcher Plants" - Ben Dowdy
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"Kaltag, Alaska(Job and Sisyphus)· -Duncan Anderson
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